UNDERSTANDING SOME OF THE MAIN PHYSICS AND SCIENCE BEHIND THIS NEW FIELD AND HOW TO LINK BETWEEN DIFFERENT COMPONENTS INCLUDING EARTH SCIENCES & EXOPOLITICS
Disclaimer

- This is a non-commercial free public information presentation, that can be distributed freely without requiring this Author’s permission, provided that no parts are presented out of context.

- The materials in this presentation are merely this Author’s personal opinions; discretion coupled with personal responsibility should be used when sharing this information.

- The author does not take any responsibility if the information causes personal distress to the readers, or has negative impact on their personal or mental health. If in doubt, refrain from reading or sharing unless sharing becomes clearly beneficial.

- This presentation uses some images that are in the public domain, intended to enhance the readerships’ experience. The author thanks everyone who’s image has been used in the benefit of humanity as a whole.

- All the information and predictions detailed in this presentation are only those of the author, who is sharing his opinions and not the opinion or policy of any third party.

- The Author is not responsible in any way shape or form for the decisions taken (be they personal or commercial), based upon anything detailed in this presentation. It is up to the receivers of this material through their own research and investigation, to arrive at their own conclusions.

- The author emphasizes adamantly that all actions taken by the readership in the areas touched upon in this presentation, be done throw lawful and peaceful means. There is nothing in this presentation that merit the use of violence or the breaking of laws; instead it emphasises that people should fully cooperate with the authorities and the community to the betterment of all.

- Absolutely no material used in this presentation has been taken from undisclosed official sources, nor has the author been party to secrete Earthly government sources. The author is not under any governmental security clearances, neither is the author sharing any materials from those who have such access. There is nothing leaked here.
Introduction

• Volume I introduced Astro-Planetology describing the role of the passing of Planet-X and its impact on our Solar System to better understand the subject through example.

• Here in Volume II, we go into detailed physics/science to better understand the subject matter, delving further into form and function of different components of existence.

• Certain basic sciences are defined or restructured including but not limited to: Light, Component of Matter, Knowledge, Certainty, Consciousness, Self, The Mind, Laws of Nature, Timelines, Words, Mandates, Higher Dimensional Structures, God, Etc.

• At the end of this Volume, one should be able to grasp the interconnectedness among the disparate areas of knowledge; and how they come together through Astro-Planetology under one common and cohesive structure.

• This understanding, should prepare us for the 21st Century and beyond; merging science and religion (including politics) under a common banner, making them all easier to understand.
A Very Special Thanks To Alex Collier & Kerry Cassidy

- A representative from a nation or ruling council is technically known as Ambassador. He/she is to be referred to using the title “Excellency”. Alex Collier has demonstrated – in this Author’s opinion – that he has been the Representative of The Andromeda Council here on Earth. Therefore, this Author finds it disrespectful if references are made to Alex Collier, without the proceeding title of “His Excellency”.

- This Author has the greatest respect and gratitude to His Excellency Alex Collier, where many subjects covered in this volume, have been touched upon in some fashion by the different presentations given out by His Excellency. Most of these can be found on the NET.

- It is the Author’s suggestion, that once one studies carefully the materials discussed in this presentation, that one revisits His Excellency’s presentations on Youtube and other sites and start listening to them, having greater depth of understanding of the background sciences touched upon in these volumes of work.

- Also a special thanks and forever in gratitude to Kerry Cassidy of Project Camelot, for all her efforts in bring out His Excellency’s presentations to the public, as well as that of this Author.

- As a disclaimer, the author has not been in contact so far with His Excellency about this or other previous materials; and His Excellency has had no direct input or awareness of this presentation. Therefore, any issues with the material in this and previous presentations are to be taken with this Author ALONE and no one else.
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HO And The Different Names Of GOD

• Let us agree for the ultimate understood cause for existence, to be called “GOD”.
• The first name for GOD in the old language was “HO”, made from “Ha” meaning “Reference” and “O” meaning “That which cannot be seen”, similar to “this” for the seen and “thOse” for the unseen. HO (also pronounced “Hovah”) and “HE” in the English language are the same.
• To cry-out and call upon HO in the old language, one says “Ja”-HO, so you have “Jehovah”.
• To be more specific, add “THE” (or “EL”) to HO, you end up with “EL-HO” or Elaho. Others say “AN-HO” or ANO for short. For pure ones (or NAKI) that come from God, you have ANHO-NAKI.
• Others do not say “EL-HO”, but switch the words instead and say “HO-DA” or KHODA; later changing to KHOD and afterwards morphed into GOD. So, GOD, “The HE” and Elaho, are the same words.
• To be even more specific and say The Only One That Is HE, you say EL-EL-HO or ALLAHO.
• In summary, nearly all names used in every language referencing GOD - that which cannot be seen - are based on HO. The remaining names are attributes and each language have their own ways to attribute GOD.
• The non-HO based names are overwhelmingly related to attributes we find important to us. Therefore, we establish relationships between GOD and His creation, like “Omnipresent” (disassociated from Time and Space), “Omnipotent” (All ruling or Almighty over creation), etc. The limit to grasping attributive-names, are our imagination and grasp of the different facets of creation.
Structure Of Existence

- Alpha (Questions)
- Omega (Answers)
- Isness (Knowledge)
- Source
- Throne (Universe)
- Energies
- Realized
- Actualized
- Hall Of Records (Fixed)
- Recycled
- Hell (Decouple)
- Truth Maker (Truth & Justice)
- Timelines (Scenes)
- Mind Clouds (Scenarios)
- Controllers (Elohim)
- Director
- Mandates
- Energies
- Players
- Targetted Energy Flows
- Truth
- Choices and Actions
- Akashic & Other Records
- Judgement Day
- Spirit
- Mandate
- Choices and Actions
- HO (Hidden)
- Throne (Universe)
- HO
- Throne
- HO
- HO
Knowledge Using Logical Certainty

• All Existence – as we can understand them – is to answer every possible question and to construct Knowledge (or ISness) out of them.

• The components of a single instance of knowledge is The Question (or proposition AKA Alpha), an actual answer (Actualized Affirmation AKA Omega) and a confirmation that the answer is Realized through Logical Certainty (Confirmed Realization).

• Logical Certainty comes from an instance of actual (Realized) data, with further supporting data that act as Proof Of Existence, coupled with another Realized group of data that show the “Impossibility of Non-Existence” of our original data (AKA Negating Realizations).

• To prove the Existence or Realization of data “A”, then one requires:
  • An instance of A that is shown to Exist or Realized,
  • 3 other instances B, C and D also existing and each support the existence of A,
  • B, C, D data also have commonality between them, but each commonality is different from the other.
  • Furthermore, one needs 3 additional data E, F and G with different commonalities between them, but each data rejects the opposition to the existence of A.

• Merkaba is an optimal instance of a Confirmed Realization, where 3 data points Support our proposition and another 3 Negate it’s opposite as shown on the right.

• Holographic Merkaba is an instance of multiple Merkaba’s held in a spherical formation, enabling each Realization to support the other as explained later.
Knowledge Using Logical Certainty - Summarized

- **Knowledge** (ISNess) = Question (Preposition, Alpha)
  + Answer (Actualized Affirmation, Omega)
  + Confirmed Realization (Logical Certainty)

- **Confirmed Realization** = Instance Of Realization
  + Proof Of Existence (Supporting Realizations)
  + Impossibility of Non-Existence (Negating Realizations)

- **Proof Of Existence** {Of Realization A} = Realization A Exists
  + Realization B and C and D Exist
  + B share commonality with C (B-C), so does C-D and D-B
  + Shared commonalities B-C, C-D and D-B are all different
  + All B, C and D Realizations support Realization A

- **Impossibility of Non-Existence** {Of Realization A} = Proof Of Existence Of Realization A
  except that E, F and G Realizations reject the opposition to A

- **Merkaba** is an instance of a Confirmed Realization.

- **Holographic Merkaba** is multiple Merkaba’s held in a spherical formation, enabling each Realization to support the other
The Structure Of A Universe

- Manifestation of a Realization occurs in Heaven-1, with Heaven-2 to 7 acting as its Merkaba.
- The Throne hands down Mandates in the form of WORDs to Heaven-7. Each WORD has its Energy accompanying it. The released Energies thereafter make their way down the 6 Heavens and are Realized in Heaven-1 (AKA 1st-Heaven).
- CHOICEs using these Energies are subsequently made, producing Realizations in Heaven-1 that floats up through Heaven-2 to 7 and ending up in the Hall Of Records. The Hall Of Records then becomes the archive for the Throne, reporting back to Source the Actualized Knowledge. Source reports back to ISness the confirmation of that knowledge.
- Each WORD is formed from Letters. Heaven-7 to 2 add their own letters each, making them a total of 6 letters. Each Letter is made of 2 parts. Part-1 references the Mandate as it comes down the Heavens, while Part-2 references the Realization of the Truth as it floats up the Heavens. Part-1 is the pre-condition, while Part-2 is the post-condition.
- Part-1 is complete before Energy flows into the WORD, but Part-2 initially is half Realized. Later, Energy is pushed between Part-1 and Part-2 to fully Realize it. Therefore, the future (Part-2) exists in some form before Energy flows. This is how vision of the future is possible by looking into Part-2, revealing the required end result.
- New child-WORDs start form between Part-1 and Part-2, attempting to Realize the Mandate and bridge the gap between the parts. This process is repeated recursively, until no new Child-WORDs are needed. Once done, the WORD is complete and marked as Realized.
Holographic Merkaba & The Matrix Universe

- Individual Merkabas are used to confirm and be certain of a single subject. However, for multiple subjects to be confirmed simultaneously, then a Holographic Merkaba (HM) is used instead.

- HM places 3 Merkabas on top of each other, where Merkaba-1 directly relates to the subject, Merkaba-2 references the subject and Merkaba-3 deals with the subject in general.

- These 3 Merkabas are wrapped around a sphere, enabling each subject within HM to reference and support every other subject.

- In HM, to be certain of 1 subject one needs 3x3 supporting subjects and 3x3 negating its opposites, giving you a minimum of 19 subjects in total.

- HM is the highest, most efficient and logically secured form of content encoding possible, where every part of the message acts in support of every other part. Also, the data is self-correcting.

- 1st-Heaven, The Bible-Code and Koran are encoded in HM structure.

- The Holographic Merkaba of 1st-Heaven is also called The MATRIX.
1st-Heaven As A Holographic Merkaba

- 1st-Heaven holds within it all choices by ACTORs in a Holographic Merkaba structure.
- Every choice holds 3 references (hence 3 inseparable quarks within 3-D atoms):
  1. The Mandate it serves (Mandate ID, or the Mandate WORD reference)
  2. The Controller Managing the Mandate (Controller ID, or reference to the WORD creating the Controller)
  3. The ACTOR performing the Choice (ACTOR ID, or reference to the WORD creating the ACTOR)
- The total number of Letters needed in 1st-Heaven is minimum 19 Letters for HM; add another 3 Letters for Choice giving a total of 22 Letters.
- In ET space-craft consoles, there are 22 colour dials. Human DNA holds 22 body types. The Hebrew Alphabet is 22 characters. Therefore The Old Testament Bible-Code references everything in 1st-Heaven.
- 1st-Heaven (22 Letters) and Heaven-2 to 7 (6 Letters) gives you a total of 26 Letters needed to reference any part of this universe. Koran is a HM using 26 Arabic-alphabet letters. Hence, Bible references Earthly matters, while Koran delves greatly into heavenly matters.
- When a Heaven is to be sifted for special types of WORKs, then extra Letters are added to that Heaven, allowing for a better separation of CHOICEs. Alex Collier stated that a new “Sound and Colour” – or Letter with new Vibrational Energy - was added to our Universe, sometime during 1990’s, enabling the creation of a new DENSITY, as explained later below.
1st-Heaven, Multiple Realities & Densities

- Mandates are WORDs that for them to manifest in 1st-Heaven need 22 letters; add to that 6 additional Letters for the 6 Heavens.
- Each Letter of the 22 Letters is called a DENSITY (AKA FREQUENCY or VIBRATION) and is represented by a Quark.
- 2-Letter WORDs form in Scalar Space. 3-Letter WORDs form our 3-D atoms using 3 Quarks and is called 3rd DENSITY/FREQUENCY Space. 4-Letter WORDs form 4th DENSITY Space etc.
- Each DENSITY Space can carry a consistent REALITY within it, all running in parallel, hence Parallel-Realities.
- Within 22 Letters, one can form the following consistent WORDs in REALITY:
  - 3rd DENSITY has 12 REALITYs: 7 distinct 3-Letters and 5 in-betweens.
  - 4th DENSITY has minimum 5 distinct REALITYs and several in-betweens.
  - 5th DENSITY has minimum 4 distinct REALITYs and several in-betweens.
  - 6th DENSITY has min 3, 7th has min 3, 8th has min 2, 9th has 2, 10th has 2, 11th has 2.
  - 12th DENSITY and above have 1 REALITY shared with 13th till 21st DENSITY.
  - 22nd DENSITY is the being called 1st-Heaven and is aware of ALL DENSITYs and REALITYs.
- Technology can manipulate some Letters to shift to higher DENSITY or switch to other REALITYs.
- Each ACTOR is given the chance to act separately in different Parallel-Realities, hence the ease of having multiple-personalities.
- 1st-Heaven beings not in our 3rd DENSITY should be termed Higher Density Beings, while those in other 3rd DENSITYs should be called Parallel-Density Beings. Those beings not in 1st-Heaven should be called Hyper-Dimensional Beings.
The Hierarchy Of Selves

- Initially, Source creates The Mandate AKA The WORD, The First Mind or Alpha-Omega. This Mandate quickly proceeds to instantiate and rule a new Universe.

- Alpha-Omega creates The Throne, the manifestation of the different Source parts and the Controller beings AKA Elohim. Thereafter, Alpha-Omega sits on The Throne and hands out it’s Mandates (WORDs) and associate Unrealized Energies.

- The Controllers on their part generate sub-selves branching like trees, making Higher-Selves and placing them at the 7th Heaven. These include Cluster-Selves, Galaxy-Selves, Globular-Selves, Star-Selves, Planet-Selves, Human-Selves etc.

- The Higher-Selves are subsequently given Mandates (Soul) and Energy (Life-Force). These Selves proceed to branch into Lower-Selves that become ACTORs with CHOICEs occupying the lowest possible DENSITY within different Realities.

- When a Lower-Self successfully completes a DENSITY, it “Evolves” and shifts into a higher DENSITY. All that is required here is that it’s share of Light exceeds 50%.

- When all Lower-Selves complete their Journey, the Higher-Self “Ascends” in the spiritual realm within the realm of The Throne as a more Blessed Being.
Manifestation Of Source (24-Elders)

- From The Throne, Alpha-Omega instantiate the manifestation of Source.
- Source has 12 main attributes that are distinguishable: Highness, Beauty, Limitless, Submission, Most-Knowledgeable, Openness, Restraint, Grace & Purity, Leadership, Abundance & Generosity, Protectiveness and Guidance.
- Each of these attributes have 2 parts, one “Hidden” facing Source and the other “Manifest” facing Creation. Hence, there are 2x12 = 24 Manifestations of Source, AKA 24 Elders.
- The central part of the manifestation of Source represents the trio 1-Isness, 2-Alpha and 3-Omega. These three manifest as one combined Alpha-Omega occupying The Throne.
- These manifestations are fractal in essence and therefore they manifest everywhere and at every level in existence. Every encounter of the fractal manifestation of Source (Alpha-Omega & 24 Elders), is just that a “manifestation” and all come from Source.
- The crop circle shown here, illustrates that Darkness only persist in different parts of existence, in-between the different manifestation of Source. Hence Darkness does not persist independently, but rather where Source chooses not to shine its light at.
- In the Bible, it talks about the 24-Elders around the Throne Of God as well as the 12-Tribes Of Israel and the 12-Princes of Ismael. The 12-Princes of Ismael are the hidden ones. The 12-Tribes of Israel are the ones yet to come, and will be the direct decedents of Our Lord Jesus Christ.
Control throughout existence manifests and propagates through the actions of Source, as directed by the “Submission” attribute. Source provides all the Energies needed by the rest of existence and in so areas - where obedience is required - are bathed in Light, while others remain in darkness, i.e. has no Mandate. Light means change and darkness means no change will take place.

Source creates Light in two parts, one it gives to the Thrones to Realize and the other it keeps to register its own copy of the Realized energy. The polarity of the copy is negative to the polarity of the Light given to Thrones. Hence total Energy is zero and so limitless.

To control the whole process, Source “turns” in a loop or spinning motion. This shifts around the areas of light continuously. So if it wasn’t for the different Thrones (i.e. Universes) keeping up in step with Source in obedience, they would not have received their share of Light and remain in darkness, with no Light of the Mandate being available for them to use.

Since The Throne also has at it’s Command Centre the manifestation of Source (24-Elders), then by holographic construct, this manifestation will also turn in step and spin too. Progressively, for every being coming down in scale, they will also have a manifestation of Source translated within them performing the spinning turn. Therefore, every being in existence has access to Source at their own level and within them and is what gives Consciousness the power of CHOICE.

The sprinkling of Unrealized-Energy in Hyper-Space, is used by the Galactic-Cluster-Self to create Galaxies using Galactic-Jets, and by Galaxy-Self creating Globular-Clusters through Galactic-Waves, and by Globular-Clusters-Self to create stars using Gas-Streams, and by our Sun sprinkling in a spinning motion Solar-Winds carrying energetic-streams, so that planets may be in their right locations to use them to move in step with the Sun. The planets will have to spin themselves and using their Magnetic fields to catch these energies and convert them to Electro-Gravitic effect. The planet’s core will have to spin to generate the Magnetic Fields and so on.

This turning motion propagates down at every level, for obedience is maintained at every stage of existence. Those that do not obey, will be stripped of light and find themselves in darkness. This affects space, matter, even the sub-atomic and is called “Spin”. Those that go out of step are later gathered/clumped together, dumped in Hell for recycling for future use. Most of velocity distributions hence explained.

This same process is manifest in the world of thoughts, where throughout time different Heaven Mandates are sent down in the form of Messengers with Holy Books, asking their followers to do somethings slightly different to receive extra blessings. These are not illogical instructions, but very specific so as those getting the blessings do so a result of “Obedience” to Source. The question is “Are the messages really from Source?” For example, is the 7-times turning around Kaaba in Mecca as part of Hajj Pilgrimage, is this a mimicking of the 7 Heavens spinning in obedience to Source? Is it not food for thought? Movements are governed by Process not Initial-State Physics.
Controllers: Elohim, Angels & Guardians

• **ALL** beings exercise choice including the subservient ones. They still act according to CHOICE and choose to be subservient.

• **Controllers** are all beings below The Throne and are managing other beings.

• **Elohim** are Controllers who reside above 7th-Heaven and who create and judge Scenarios. Their actions to those below them are indistinguishable from other Elohim. They have the authority to speak in the name of The Throne and are called “I AM”.

• **Angels** are willingly subservient to Mandates and take orders from Elohim or other higher ranking Angels. Any being below Elohim could choose to forgo the Spiritual Ascension process and subscribe to becoming an Angel and be subservient to a Mandate.

• **Guardians** are all beings who are tasked partially or fully to monitor or chaperon other beings. Even Humans who are still exercising full choice could - after being chosen - accept mandates to look after other Humans.

• A **Higher-Self** could at any point after its lowers-selves completed their life term, it could choose to stop the ascension process and instead take on a mandate to become an Angel. Or the Higher-Self could choose to continue the spiritual ascension process until it is chosen to be an Elohim.

• The Ascension for Elohim beings involves the possibility of creating new **Child-Universes** and sit on those new Thrones as their Alpha-Omega, through the infusion of Light from its parent’s Alpha-Omega, with some Elohim cooperating and combining their lights. Angels can migrate across with them too to Child-Universes.
Mandates from Source are self-illuminating, meaning that the energies comes off the mandates and are presented to The Throne to process.

Mandates coming down from The Throne have the related Energies shone onto them for the mandate to be processed.

Mandates are made of WORDs, which are templates for manipulating the Energies accompanying them, so as to Realize those Energies.

To control the Energy Realization process, the Light is shown through the “Heart” of the ACTORs, that proceeds to guide the Light onto their Mandates to produce Realization of the different WORDs written in the Mandates.

Those Hearts that let the Light through in pure fashion, have their CHOICES/WORK matching closely their Mandates and are unblemished.

The bigger the Heart’s opening to the Light, the greater and more numerous are the WORDs that are generated successfully and visa-versa.

When the Heart diverts the Light against the Mandate’s requirements, the resultant reaction is called “Sin” and causes a “sickness of the Heart”, causing blotches within the Heart affecting the transparency of the Heart to the incoming Light.

Continued Sin of the Heart causes a sickness called “Hypocrisy”, that makes the Heart’s guidance of the Light uneven mixing Successes and Failures in handling the Mandate.
Mandates And The WORD

- Once a Mandate is handed down by the high to those lower, Energy is pumped into the Mandate and the outline of WORDs starts forming (say 1 to N WORDs).
- Each WORD will eventually have Energy pumped into it, to reveal what is inside it and Realize or Manifest that WORD, i.e. push Light into its dark corners to reveal the structure within.
- Accordingly, The WORD (say Word-N) become its own Mandate and sub-WORDs start forming within them. This takes place for all the WORDs in the Mandate simultaneously and work in a fractal fashion.
- The Start and End part of the WORD are fixed (immutable) and never change. The Start represents Pre-Condition/Past, while the End represents Purpose/Future.
- At the level of the WORD, Sub-WORDs are treated as Letters and hence have no impact at the level of the WORD and its sibling WORDs. For example, in our human day-to-day level, Sub-WORDs are atoms and when chemical reactions taking place, the sub-atomic structure and behaviour of atoms do not have an impact on it’s chemical-path.
- Equally, Start and End parts of WORDs are treated as LAWs within a WORD and therefor all Sub-WORDs between Start and End parts obey these LAWs. So for instance the “Laws of Physics” are the Start and End parts of the WORD which we call 1st-Heaven.
- Hence, to comprehend and in the future control a WORD, we need to identify ALL of the parts of the WORD including its Start and End. Therefore, we need to learn its Alphabet of Letters. The area of manoeuvre within any given WORD in the range of Letters understood within that WORD. To manipulate the WORDs even deeper, one could try to enter the realm of the Letters at a deeper level. One could also change the overall WORD behaviour if one climes up the WORD level to be able to see and manipulate the Start/End of newly formed Sub-WORDs. Holy miracles and such letter manipulation done at a higher level changing the Law Of Physics in that instance.
- An important aspect of Alchemy – feeds later into Magic – is to understand this aspect of WORD management.
- This also enables us to understand Magic, when we realize that the practitioner calls upon higher WORD beings who are able to manipulate Start/End parts of WORD at our level, making us think that the Laws Of Physics have changed.
What In Hell Is Going On?

- Source dictates Mandates and releases Energy to flow accordingly.
- Where the Mandate dictates, Light is found, but outside of the mandate darkness left. This process generates 50% Light and leaves 50% untouched showing darkness (Yin-Yan).
- The Light flows in a fractal fashion, however still one gets 50% Light and 50% without.
- The energies entangled in the darkness have flown through certain ACTORs, who have not followed their Mandates, because the Mandate did not affect or engage them.
- The Truth-Maker sweeps over every CHOICE, to see if that given action follows it’s ACTOR’s Mandate. If it does, then it is marked with success, otherwise it is marked with failure.
- Successful CHOICEs are referenced in The Hall Of Records, while the failures are sent to Hell for recycling. In existence, nothing is wasted and everything will eventually be put for good use.
- In Hell, all the failures are delivered there by their ACTORs, where decoupling Energy is applied to return the entangled Energies back to The Throne for reuse. Meanwhile, the ACTORs cannot be utilised in this Universe because the current Mandate was ineffective for them.
- Once gathered enough bunches of failed ACTORs, The Throne determines the optimal set of Mandates necessary for the failed ACTORs to have a chance in following. For each new Mandate, a new Child-Throne is branched off, giving it this new Mandate. The failed ACTORs are accordingly passed into those Universes for reprocessing. The Reptilian Selves are an example of such recycled ACTORs being placed in our Universe after being recycled.
What Is CHOICE?

• Humans like all other ACTORs have CHOICE. Everyone knows this in their core being. CHOICE cannot be forced or else it becomes invalid. Hence one has to choose to exercise CHOICE. The fact that you can choose, means one chose to take on CHOICE before that.

• CHOICE is invalid if the ACTOR is unaware of the full circumstances surrounding the CHOICE, like the consequences of the different CHOICEs.

• CHOICE is invalid if the ACTOR is not capable of correctly choosing, hence they have to qualify the capability test before CHOICE can be given to an ACTOR.

• CHOICE needs to be practiced first, before the ACTOR can be given a chance to exercise CHOICE in fairness. Therefore, there has to be some form of training of ACTORs before they are allowed to exercise CHOICE.

• CHOICE is invalid if the circumstances and the environment change. Hence, an ACTOR given the Certificate for CHOICE as a “Human”, subsequently the Human DNA is changed, naturally those CHOICEs are invalid.

• CHOICE implies consequences for and judgement of the CHOICEs. Hence, the deeply held belief of Judgement Day is embedded in the every ACTORs consciousness, because it is part of the CHOICE process.

• CHOICE is build on concepts of TRUTH, FALSEHOOD, OPPORTUNITY, KNOWLEDGE, RESPONSIBILTY, ACTION, GUILT, REWARD and PUNISHMENT. Also it is built on Conscious Light that gives the power of CHOICE.

• For a Human to accept another’s CHOICEs, it is reasonable to expect the second to have a Certificate Of CHOICE too, proving the capability of exercising HUMAN-CHOICE. These certificates are called “The HUMAN-MANDATE”, or “The Human-Spirit”. So, to have a Spirit of a given species is to have their Certificate of CHOICE. ACTORs can carry within them multiple Spirits or multiple Certificates Of CHOICE.
PAIN And Consciousness

- PAIN is a graduated level of discomfort that instinctively disrupt the Conscious and Subconscious process of CHOICE. The aim is to be PAIN free. PAIN manifests on an ever increasing scale and is witnessed - not generated - by the ACTOR.

- In the Higher degrees of PAIN, the ACTOR’s Vessel (body) or Subconscious performs pre-programmed responses to alleviate that PAIN.

- Where there is PAIN, there is a part of Consciousness that is affected by that PAIN. The PAIN’s purpose is to modify the behaviour of that Conscious part and make it disappear.

- Every type of CHOICE has an associated Consciousness that brings with it related PAIN. For CHOICE in physical movement, we have Body-PAIN, for consumption we have Tooth/Stomach-PAIN, for the social sphere we have Sadness-PAIN, for being in Sin we have Guilt-PAIN etc.

- Therefore, we can now measure the “Degree Of Consciousness” indirectly, through measuring the different types of PAIN the ACTOR suffers. Therefore, every animal, plant, inset, planet, star etc. have varying measurable degrees of Consciousness depending on what PAIN-Responses we are able to measure.
Consciousness, Observer & Time

• One can determine that Consciousness resides in a being by testing for adaptability to reward and punishment, exhibiting distinct personality traits including differences in PAIN adaptation.

• The types of PAINs that can be measured, dictates the range of Consciousness we can attribute to that being. Some PAINs we might not recognize due to their Consciousness being higher.

• The Exhibiting of PAIN implies CHOICE, however, CHOICE in 1st Heaven is either in 3rd DENSITY, 4th, 5th etc. Also the range of letters in each DENSITY is different. Hence, the comprehension in each DENSITY of cause and effect is different.

• CHOICE takes place by the ACTOR’s-Heart diverting the Manifest-Energy towards the required spot in the UNIVERSE. This is done through OBSERVATION or WITNESSING of the Light destination. Hence we have the Observer-Effect in Quantum Physics.

• The amount of Energy required to manifest a CHOICE, is the unit at which Consciousness can generate and understand the CHOICES, which is different in scale between the different DENSITYs. Science calls this Energy flow “ETHER Fluid” and one unit of ETHER to generate a given type of CHOICE (3/4/5.. DENSITY) is equivalent to “1 TIME Unit” in that DENSITY.

• Hence, TIME(DENSITY) is the unit of Manifest-Energy flowing in the ETHER required by the Consciousness of the ACTOR to MANIFEST a CHOICE-WORD in that given DENSITY.

• In summery, TIME is the Unit Of Consciousness in that DENSITY, the more ETHER flows or has a higher density of Energy, the faster TIME passes as measured by that Consciousness.
SPACE Is A Film Between Hyper-Space & Inner-Space

Hyper-Space 1st-Heaven Golden Gate

Mandate Controller Actor Observer Letters

Unrealized Energy

1st-Heaven Silver Gate

Realized WORDs

Space Film

Inner-Space
• Matter is created by twisting energy in a STRING per each LETTER (or Quark), three of them for elementary particles (like atoms) in 3rd-DENSITY, hence String/M-Theory. “Charge” is just the STRING’s inclination angle.

• The STRINGs act as a template to thread Energy from Hyper-Space into Observed/Realized-WORDS in Inner-Space, similar to how RNA takes materials and convert them to DNA.

• In denser atoms, they STRINGS merge in the atom’s nucleus, bunching in different geometric patters. Later, when Ether Energy flows down onto them, the Energy flows down each hole existing in the different groups of STRINGS/protons that are packed in the atoms.

• The more Energy is allowed to flow/pass through them, the “faster” TIME flows at the atom’s location, making the surrounding SPACE looks warped and more massive or heavier.

• Above is a possible structure of how a full 22-letter single atom may look like.
Due to its monumental mass and share of micro-wormholes, The Sun acts as the lead in the vortex pulling Unrealized-Energy from Hyper-Space. In Visible-Space, these energies are subsequently Realized and deposited down onto Inner-Space in a threading action.

Each planet then receives a share of Unrealized-Energy, either directly due to its own mass, or radiated through the Sun’s radiation impinging on the planet – since visible electro-magnetic light is a micro-wormhole as described later.

The different planet’s Tilt-Angle, Rotation Speed/Direction as well as the distance from the Sun, determine what type of Energy is being attracted and how it is shared between them.

Jupiter acts as the planet with the lead-vortex, assisted by Venus pushing the flow towards the outer planets. Also, Pluto downward angle of rotation, plugs the Energy flow at the end of the Solar System.

Astrology is the measuring of how much the different energies are spread on the surface of Planet Earth during different times of the year, with the assumption that the ACTOR’s time/location of birth affects how much and what type of Energy the ACTOR receives.
Consciousness Zones & Mind Clouds

• All new ideas/initiatives for CHOICEs are monitored by the CONTROLLER, to ensure that they are dealt with in “truth done in justice”. Meaning that before all things are wound down the truth is revealed and all positive and negative aspects are proven.

• If the number of ACTORs involved are small, then each ACTOR is to come to one’s own realization of the truth/false of that idea, either by direct experience or of others who share the same idea and experience it instead; and thereafter report back as to the results.

• When ACTORs die, then their experiences are not considered fully evaluated until all associated ideas are judged either way.

• Thereafter, ACTORs are given the choice to continue to improve their cache of “truth done in justice” or they want to stop there and go back to their Higher-Self.

• Higher Level Mandates require their own Consciousness Zone (say 1 for each Heaven); and these Zones are populated with Mind-Clouds of experience (e.g. one for each DENSITY/FREQUENCY). Within each Mind-Cloud are experiences of groups of like-minded ACTORs gathered in Mind-Sets to manage the Collective-Mind. The larger ones are called “Nations” (in Arabic “Umma”).

• To manage Mind-Sets, then directed and controlled Energy is required. These are done through the process of Timelines as explained next.
In Hyper-Space, Valleys are excavated like river-channels to guide Energy to flow in given paths. These paths are plotted along optimal routes to feed into the different upcoming ACTOR Scenarios. This process is called creating a “Timeline”.

Mandates are updated once they are Realized and this is done through the continuous tweaking of the Scenario process; and Genes/DNA tweaking is part of these change in Scenarios. This process is called EVOLUTION. The Timeline constantly get updated to feed this evolutionary process. This way every possibility is checked out, it is all part of the plan.

Even with one species, the ACTORs are placed in given tribes or lineage and managed by the Timeline.

All Energies comes through the Timeline and hence complete control of the process is put into place.
Timelines & Mind-Clouds

- If a Mind-Set is shared across a collective (say 20+ ACTORs), then a mini-branch in the Timeline is created to encapsulate this idea and evaluate its outcome. What follows describes this process.

- A Mind-Cloud area in “Consciousness Zone” is created in a form of a cloud encapsulating and distinguishing the group from others who have their own: Ideas {what’s new and different}, experiences {their actions and history}, linguistics {their terminology and structured logic} and behavioural patterns {their mannerism and group norms}. The Founding-Leaders (in Arabic “Imam”) are registered in this cloud, enabling the leaders a greater say in steering it’s content.

- Creed/Allegiance Criteria is placed, that each member has to accept to be let-in as a group member or allowed to have access to the cloud. This creed is a form of initiation or belief systems, that the ACTOR must undertake or mimic before getting a pass to this cloud. Hence, secret societies have secret initiation rituals to ensure that their membership is limited and public access to their cloud is hindered.

- The Mind-Cloud quickly gathers around it a shell acting as a border, encapsulating it, making it distinct from other clouds. This is done by resolving differences like “What name should we be known as?”, “How we are different from the rest?”, “Why should we hold this belief system as appose to others?”, etc. The shell acts as a filter, letting in only those that are compatible with the idea. So, if the belief system is a racist one, then the features of that race are defined and the rest are excluded. This is also how marriage, family, tribes, countries, nations, races, elegances, United Nations etc. are formed. Having Birth-Certificate or Being Patriotic means conforming your actions and beliefs to be within the given shell in the Mind-Cloud.

- Initiated members can quickly download information/programming for a jump start. Shared experiences enable more access to different parts of the cloud. Children quickly learn mother-tongue this way as they accept the shared experiences, commit to the family, downloading their linguistic/behavioural patterns, similarly political parties, revolutions, education, laws etc.
Judging CHOICEs/WORKs And Realizing Them

• For thoughts and experiences from the Consciousness Zone to be presented to Hall Of Records for registration, the experiences must complete and be Realize, with at least one physical manifestation of each item as evidence of (WORK). This evidence is later cited as worthy of reference and a Certified Copy is presented to the ACTOR and sealed with his signature. Hence, believe and WORK.

• WORKs are weighed using “Truth done in justice” scales, a device called the “Truth Maker”, scanning WORKs and Realizing only those parts that fit “Mandate truth done in justice”, with the remainder crumbling like sand. ACTORs are horrified when a strong vortex is blown across the WORDs, to find them made of sand carried by the wind, because they were done using conjectures and guesses. Whatever is left is forever marked as TRUTH and can be referenced as TRUTH.

• Once the ACTOR has TRUTH in hand, naturally entry pass to “Paradise” is given. Here, new SCENARIOs are created using the tools of TRUTH at hand. The new realities are formed on the foundations of the ACTORs’ new and old found TRUTHs and more ACTORs and life is created from that.

• In Paradise, the ACTORs can use the set of TRUTHs again and again as a template for new creation, and be a CONTROLLER like “Elohim“ or the “Hand of God” doing GOD’s work.
Branching New Timelines

• When a Timeline is created, then from the outset, it’s definitive end is marked. That end will be the next milestone in the major timeline, meaning all branches of the main timeline must come together closer to the end. If there are no more ACTORs, or if the ACTORs’ CHOICEs cause group termination (like war or suicide), consequently, the timeline is merged with the main line and marked as complete. If the Mind-Cloud is large enough, then a new Timeline is created branching off the main Timeline.

• Each timeline might require these components to be marked as ready for processing:
  • A given specific CREED stating the main purpose of this timeline. Example: The Bible for believers or the works of Karl Marx in Communism.
  • Founding fathers who instigated or advocated the CREED, e.g. prophets like Mousses or thinkers Lenin.
  • Main line of LEADERs and FOLLOWERs who maintain the path and keep up the faith like the priesthood or party command.
  • MARTYRS or HEROES who show how far should member ACTORs persevere and sacrifice to maintain the CREED.
  • The ultimate manifestation of the full ideal of the CREED (The MESSIAH), who displays to all the true nature of the CREED (be it positive or negative), like Joseph to Abrahamic Belief, David/Suleiman to Judaism, Hitler to Fascism or The Illuminate to The New World Order.

• Timelines have strong walls (Cloud-Shell) pulling their members into their stream. To branch out a Timeline, then strength, focussed-will, energy and effort exerted to cause a breach in the well of its parent. Once a branch is created, the Energy used to breach the wall is quickly used to prevent the reversal of the flow. Hence, once energy is spent to break out into a branch, that energy acts as an internal wall in the branch timeline preventing spill-back into it’s parent. This is why when political parties split, they find it very difficult at the early stages to come back together again; they have to exert a new and different effort to merge into one timeline.

• ACTORs entering the Universe-Matrix are allocated a given amount of Energy (with possible extensions for good WORK) for their scenarios to manifest their qualities. When they act according to a similar Mind-Set, consequently, their combined energies start flowing through that Timeline. The more signing-up, the wider the Timeline becomes and more energy flows into that timeline.
What Is Light?

• Einstein's Relativity shows “Time slows down as you go faster”. So, what happens to time when reaching light speed? Scientific literature <cricket sounds>. **TIME GOES TO ZERO!!!**

• Zero time between two spatial points ➔ **WORMHOLE!!!**

• Hence, light is a micro-wormhole between light-emitter and light-receiver, allowing through Energized Ether Fluid (EEF) to pass from source to destination.

• This is why light is never observed mid-transit, for it is a micro-conduit of information carrier allowing EEF to pass across them.

• Wormhole opening width depends on light parameters.

• Light is Electro-Magnetic (EM) waves, so any synchronised EM causes micro-wormholes. Laser is synchronised EM waves.

• EM micro-wormhole remains open for the duration of the energy transfer, the wider the beam, the wider the hole and the longer it remains and the more it passes EEF.

• Before light is “emitted”, space has to fold between the two end, before the two ends meet. This is done along the “light-cone” surface detailed in Einstein’s theory. Hence, EEF flows instantaneously across 3D space from source to destination.
Application Of Light : Stargates

• Like a tuning fork, two circuits can resonate with each other causing resonance to exist between them. Same as remote electricity charging.
• If you place resonating synchronised and polarised EMF (i.e. lasers) circuits in a closed loop formation in circles or squares, the combined micro-wormholes generated at the circumference will be like a cylindrical wormhole that can be used as a two way transport gate.
• Use low EMF (microwave/radio) for the circuit, crisscross the resonating plates, and presto you have a low energy star-gate.
• Establishment of resonance propagates at light speed. So for inner-solar system travel, the time it takes to switch on a gate for operation depends on how long light takes to travel between the two gates.
• For further distances, the wormhole needs to be kept active all the time. Energy will constantly need to be pumped between the two gates to keep the resonance active continuously.
• CERN’s job is to feed the resonance between the stargate underground and the far off-world gate for the ET races resident below the surface. The use of refraction (like prisms) or reflection can be used to guide EMF propagation in-between the two gates so as to pass through CERN rings, allowing the feeding of new energy into the link.
• The introduction of synchronised S-Polarised EMF within the rings, pushes the gate traveller, while P-Polarised EMF pulls the traveller, enabling flow control within the gate.
Gluons Hold CHOICE Together

- Gluons are Micro-Wormholes that are used to link the different Letters that make up an atom-WORD. These Micro-Wormholes link each Letter-Join to the location within the Mandate where they are claimed to get their authority from. These wormholes allow the flowing of Unrealized-Energy through them to be Witnessed, for later Realization.
- No matter how hard one tries to disassociate the Letters, the holes just keep widening, letting more Energy through, increasing time/mass (r2, r3...), needing escalating force.
- To allow FALSE CHOICE in Mandates, entails the creation of extra space within them so that temporarily “False” Letter associations (i.e. Sin) continue existing until the Truth Maker process in Judgement Day. Mandates rejecting Sins, disallow these extra spaces in them, ensuring that all CHOICE in them are made in TRUTH.
- If the ACTOR subsequently asks forgiveness of Sin using a Forgiveness-Provision in the Mandate, then a new Light is shown onto the Gluon’s location creating a new Micro-Wormhole, referencing a new but valid Mandate position.
- During the Day Of Judgement, The Truth Maker uses the CHOICE-WORDs from before and similar to how RNA generates DNA, similarly new TRUTH-WORD templates are constructed. If the Gluons reference valid Mandate locations, then those reference remain, otherwise Gluons are not generated and the CHOICE-WORD later shred. Later when Manifest-Energy is pushed into the newly created WORDs, only TRUTH-WORDS remain and the rest will shred apart and drift in the gust like sand, carried in a wind sucked into HELL for recycling.
Structure of Inner-Space

- Inner-Space can be thought of as a “Sedimentary Layer”, where Unrealized Energy rains from Hyper-Space falling on it and flowing through Timeline-valleys. Visible Space is a film between the spaces.
- WORK is later “Observed” in the visible space-film, crystalizing/realizing the Energy as a deposit layer on top of it’s past at the speed of Consciousness.
- This continuously grows; and since 3-D visible space is a 3-Dimensional sphere sitting on top of a 4-Dimensional Inner-Space, then the sphere (or visible-space) keeps growing and expanding as more deposits are laid down on Inner-Space.
- This is - one might call - “Quantum Deposition Theory”, where in every instance of observation we are seeing a new deposit on top of last like a 3-D printer. Therefore, objects do not move, but they grow in that direction and all of their past are stored in Inner-Space capable of being visited anytime. Hence, “BIG BANG” is not valid and new matter creation happens all the time, since Space is not a closed system.
- Hence, space has no edges, just like Earth’s surface. Objects seen in front of you could have originated behind you as it’s light travel around the sphere. Add to that the spinning of Source, causing all of spherical space to spin. Hence, we have Galaxies looking exactly like cyclone/anticyclone cloud formation, depending on which side of the equator they are. From noting plane/direction of spin, we may be able to plot where the equator is, if we include hyper-dimensional spin of space.
When observing the motion and masses of stars in galaxies, no current model can correctly figure out why galaxies don’t just fly-apart. They observe star velocities to be too fast for the observable mass, hence we have “Dark Matter” proposed, meaning “We don’t know”.

One solution is that the galaxy sits in a Timeline depression valley in Inner-Space holding the galaxy like a pot, preventing its content from spilling out.

Also, due to space spinning, the galaxy spins likewise and looks exactly as how cloud-formations would act in planet Earth’s atmosphere, except working in extra space dimensions.

Thinking along these lines, we no longer require references to “Dark Matter” and instead think of observable space as siting on uneven beddings made to hold it’s content in place.
• The concept of “Change” and “Movement” has played havoc with Philosophy and how it deals with Time since the time of the Early Greek Philosophers. Human perception experiences that there is change taking place, but cannot fully grasp how you can have Existence and Change simultaneously. How does life, death, existence and perishing fit, with GOD put into the mix.

• From the proceeding material, one can see that TIME is a function of Consciousness and does not exist independently. Furthermore, once an object is Realized, then it never changes and instead is cemented in Inner-Space for all time. There is constant addition at the Conscious level, but never subtraction or nullification of objects. You cannot “un-know” a thing once you know it.

• What we experience is the Space-Film generating a slice after a slice of object impressions and layering them on top of each other. It is as though we are seeing a clock floating on a pond’s surface and the water level keeps rising with a new watch placed in every scene, with the surface water of the pond being the Present-Time. Consciousness is the process of reading and interpreting Mandates.

• Even more “out there”; a perspective of Existence exists where every conception of “addition” is another degree of consciousness, making the ISNess not changing in anyway at the HO level. Meaning that for HO, ALL things exist simultaneously and no change exist at that level. For Consciousness to comprehend, a slicing and dicing of Existence is required, causing the perception of change.
The Physics Of Intent & Prayers

• The Observer’s Light (Mandate + Controller + ACTOR) generates micro-wormholes from the initial location up-to and around the “Observed” location in Hyper-Space, to cause the flow of Unrealized Energy to have a higher probability in moving that way. These micro-wormholes generate vapour trails that act as cloud seeds, through the leaking of Energized Ether along the trail. The cloud seeds accordingly form clouds in Hyper-Space just above the required locations in the Space-Film.

• The Space-Film below is Realized and hardened into matter, depositing on Inner-Space. Fresh Space-Films created on top, racing up at the Consciousness Speed. In rising, the Space-Film connects to the next energy location. The cloud rain form puddles below and connect to the Space-Film, shifting in that direction and Realizing that CHOICE. If the ACTOR “dies” and is no longer looking, then the leaking of the fluid will look as though Hyper-Space and Space-Film are crying unrealized Ether for the ACTOR’s loss.

• Prayer is Observing the intended destination (Where), asking for the stored intent held in the Mind-Cloud to be activated (What/Why), bringing forth the area of the Mandate holding the authority (How) and asking the Controller to do the same (Who). If the prayer is answered, then the Controller will authorize it’s part. It is then left to the Mandate to accept or not. If accepted, then the Observer Light is pointed to that location and sealed using the combined signature. Every change takes place this way.

• The Mandate used by an average person in requesting for a change is called the “Humanity Mandate”; for a Family it is the “Family Mandate”, hence Marriage and Birth Certificates do have actual powers, and Divorce/Disowning shred those Mandates. In a group setting, it is their combined Energetic flows. For religious rituals, it is their Actualized “Mandate From Heaven” and if genuine will have considerable authority. In effect, nothing changes without a Mandate and a request for change.
In Summary

• The Author has attempted in this Volume to present arguments, that the whole of existence is connect from beginning to end through a single underlying purpose, that of being the “Discovery and Realization of all Possible Knowledge”.

• Also, showing that Consciousness is a foundational bedrock and permeating all of existence and is not an “Emergent Phenomena”.

• Also, showing that thought, energy and matter are all different parts of the same system, cooperating to achieve the end purpose of creation, even hidden-thoughts are designed to emerge at some point.

• Religion and Science can now be shown to emerge under one umbrella, since Religion deals with thought and Science deals with the manifestation of thought.

• Both Astronomy (dealing with outside of Earth) and the events on Earth, can now be merged under one pervasive science termed by this Author as Astro-Planetology. Bringing together what otherwise would have been thought of as different areas of discovery. Now we can delve deeper into this knowledge and see how we can talk to our Mother Earth (Gaia).

• The Author has kept these ideas from being published for a long time now; until the time when the group mind was ready to entertain them. Also, to be assured that evil forces on this planet have no time to attempt to create new twisted schools of thought – from this work - causing even more false religions and misguidance of the masses. The Author shall not subscribe to any of them or support them in any way shape or form. The Author believes that now is an opportune time for sharing these thoughts, producing a positive impact on the public mind. These are just foundational works and more to be on their way.

• Finally, these ideas are just a general outlines of what are possible out there. Please check it out yourself. Make your own discoveries and bring to the table your own contribution to the discussion as to what we are all about. Enjoy the journey, for the journey itself is the destination.
According to one’s zeal (Poem)

According to one’s zeal so show zealousness
And depending on how generous so show generosity
As the menial makes great those matters being little or even less
So does the great for matters great belittles their calamity
Though zeal befits the wise when acting with finesse
When wielded by the fool leads only to monstrosity
Watch how the majestic eagle soars high bearing its chest
To the mountain above it barely lifted and is but a curiosity
Isn’t a thousand years to this world liken to nothingness?
And to those who are young feels like eternity?
So are to the virtuous his faults are virtues to the best
And his sins compared to others are goodness and charity

Look within the gates of hell and you’ll see torturing agony is a rest
And in paradise blissful happiness awaits those who are unlucky
Since every white shows as black when covered in darkness
And some pans to pots may appear as glittering and shiny
Being rich with all the wealth, still in God’s eyes is penniless
And judging Him shows only how wrong you are undoubtedly
What do you say of this universe seemingly vast and endless?
With unsurpassed beauty and infinite levels of complexity
How can you describe it’s creator and fathom His benevolence
When even the body is mind boggling to the best of our progeny
For even the self is out of reach so is our consciousness
And our past and present unknown, so is our destiny
Hence nothing compares to Thy majesty O Lord and magnificence
For comparison likens naught compared to that of infinity
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